
U koala Bag, the Hands-free Leg Holster Bag 

celebrates its One Year Anniversary 

U koala Bag, the designer bag named after and inspired 

by the Koala Bear, announced today that they are 

celebrating their one year anniversary. 

Charlotte, NC (PRWEB) April 30, 2014 

U koala bag, the hands-free leg holster bag inspired by the Koala Bear, announced today that they are 

celebrating their one-year anniversary. 

Since its debut in 2013, U Koala Bag has enjoyed success all over the globe. Originally only available 

online, U koala bag is now available from more than twenty-five stores all around the world, 

including the Boutique of Leathers in Canada, La De Da, Inc., Roberta Weissburg Leather, Paris 

Isabella Clothing, and L&D Iron horse Leather. 

U koala Bag and its designer, Yan Ma, have also attended numerous trade shows in the fashion 

industry, including ASD Las Vegas, the world’s largest consumer-goods trade show, and the Atlanta 

Apparel trade show, where U koala Bag received the Emerging Designer Buyer’s Choice Award. 

“The passion my clients provide and the love that they show gives me the power to keep going and 

keep spreading the word to others about my business,” said Yan Ma, Designer of U Koala Bag. “In 

just one year, we have enjoyed some great success. I want to thank my clients and fans of the 

Ukoala Bag for making this possible. We hope to continue our success into 2014 and beyond!” 

Yan Ma designed the U koala Bag to be hands free, making it just as ideal for strenuous activities like 

hiking or riding a motorcycle as it is for taking a leisurely stroll through the park. The U koala Bag is a 

true merging of the best of fashion, craftsmanship and utility. Yan Ma’s special ability to uniquely 

combine aesthetics and functionality renders attractive handbags for her collection that are also 

useful.  

For more information on U koala Bag, and to check out exclusive online only offers, please 

visithttp://www.ukoalabag.com/. 

ABOUT U KOALA BAG:  

The U Koala Bag (http://www.ukoalabag.com) is designed and named after the koala bear, which 
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contours to the thigh like a koala bear hugs a tree. It has two straps, one around the waist or 

shoulder while the other is strapped securely to the thigh. The design offers functional pockets for 

personal items and curved edges for weight distribution providing maximum comfort and security. 

The hands-free experience is ideal for everyday activities such as hiking, biking, dog walking, 

hairstyling, traveling and more. 

 


